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Repeal Texas’ Driver Responsibility Program 
And Identify Alternative Funding Sources for Trauma Hospitals 

 
Despite its good intentions, the program has created more problems than it has solved,  

increasing unlicensed motorists, harming low-income drivers and families, and burdening courts.  
 
ORIGIN OF PROGRAM AND UNSUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES  
 

Texas’ Driver Responsibility Program (DRP) was created in 2003 to pay for then-Governor Rick Perry’s Trans-
Texas Corridor program. That initiative died but the funding mechanism passed, with half of the revenue 
designated to pay for uncompensated care at Texas trauma hospitals and the other half going into the state’s 
general revenue fund.   
 
Logistics: The DRP requires drivers convicted of a certain number of low-level traffic offenses, or specific higher-
level driving offenses, to pay an annual surcharge to maintain their drivers’ licenses.  The surcharge varies based 
on the number or type of offenses committed over the preceding three years; in some instances, individuals are 
required to pay the surcharge for three consecutive years, at amounts of $1,000 or higher.  Failure to pay the 
surcharge – assessed on top of court fines and criminal penalties – results in automatic license suspension.1 
 
Failures: Despite its good intentions, the DRP has failed on every front.  In fact, the program’s failures are of 
such magnitude that former State Representative Mike Krusee, the original author of the bill creating the 
program, has now called it “a mistake,” saying it is “past time to either revise or repeal the program.”2 
 

 Extremely low collection rate.  Many DRP violators are unable to pay assessed surcharges.  As a result, the 
DRP has generated less than half of the revenue anticipated, with under 40% of the assessed surcharges 
collected assessed since the program’s inception.3  This is despite changes made to the program during the 
2009 and 2011 legislative sessions to induce more Texans to pay overdue surcharges.4 
 
Not only has the DRP generated less than half of the revenue anticipated, it only partly fulfills its promise to 
pay for uncompensated care at trauma hospitals: Instead of spending surcharge money as originally 
intended, the Legislature has withheld tens of millions from hospitals to certify the budget.5 
 

 Failure to improve driver responsibility.  While overall traffic fatalities have decreased somewhat in recent 
years, data indicate that the DRP has failed to change driver behavior as it relates to a significant traffic-
related offense: drunk driving.  From 2003 to 2013, the percentage of fatal automobile crashes in Texas that 
involve alcohol increased from 26.3% to 32%.6 
 

 More unlicensed and uninsured drivers on Texas roads.  The DRP has not only failed to diminish the 
proportion of unlicensed and uninsured drivers on the road, it dramatically increased their number.  Unable 
to pay the surcharges (on top of criminal penalties and court fines), nearly 1.3 million drivers now have 
invalid licenses.7  Since a valid driver’s license is a requirement to purchase liability insurance, many of those 
drivers may no longer be able to insure their vehicles.  As such, the program has likely increased the number 
of uninsured motorists on Texas roads – as well as increasing the cost of accidents with drivers lacking 
liability insurance.8 

Continued on reverse. 
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 Greater case backlogs and undue county costs. In Fiscal Year 2014 alone, nearly 30,000 Class B 
misdemeanor cases were added to Texas court dockets for Driving with an Invalid License9 – meaning the 
DRP is likely creating a new class of “criminals” and clogging court dockets.10  The DRP also increases 
counties’ jail costs: Because most drivers continue to drive despite defaulting on their surcharges, many of 
those drivers can wind up in county jails due to accumulated, unpaid traffic tickets and/or for driving with a 
suspended license.11  This puts more pressure on jails and, again, needlessly fills court dockets with petty 
cases, in turn increasing the financial burden on counties. 
 

 Economic blow to Texas households and the workforce.  Survey data indicate that low-income drivers are 
more likely to lose their jobs, are less likely to find a new job, and are less able to afford increased insurance 
premiums after having their drivers’ licenses suspended for unpaid surcharges.12  As such, DRP surcharges 
may be posing a substantial and disproportionate financial hardship on low-income drivers, increasing 
unemployment and the public costs associated with it, and hindering the ability of men and women to 
meet familial obligations. 

 

 Double Jeopardy.  Many Texans consider the DRP a kind of backdoor double jeopardy.13   Levying an 
administrative penalty on top of a criminal one for the same offense violates the spirit of the constitutional 
protection against double jeopardy.  So, in addition to being ineffective and unfair, the DRP represents a 
significant expansion of state power at the expense of individual liberty. 

 

COST-SAVING AND PUBLIC SAFETY-DRIVEN SOLUTION: SUPPORT SB 93 BY SENATOR ELLIS 
 

 SB 93 repeals Texas’ Driver Responsibility Program.  This program has created an untenable economic 
situation for hundreds of thousands of Texans.  It is long overdue that the State stop burdening Texas 
counties and families with programs that cause more harm than good. 

 

ALTERNATIVE FUNDING SOURCES FOR TEXAS TRAUMA HOSPITALS 
 
Given the DRP’s multiple failures, Texas must seek out better ways to fund trauma centers.  Below are a few 
options that lawmakers could consider to generate sufficient revenue to replace most of the funds that hospitals 
currently receive from the DRP: 
 
» Raise the cigarette tax by approximately $0.15 per pack.14  

 
» Close a loophole to ensure that all cigarette manufacturers pay fees to the State of Texas for the sale of their 

product in Texas. 
 

» Increase the beer tax by approximately $0.06 per six-pack (to a $0.164 total rate per six-pack).15 
 

» Expand the hours or days during which alcohol may be sold in Texas.  
 

» Levy an approximate 1% tax on carbonated soft drinks.16 
 

For more comprehensive information on Texas’ Driver Responsibility Program, see the Texas Criminal Justice 
Coalition’s report, The Driver Responsibility Program: A Texas-Sized Failure (2013). 
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